We would like to contribute our own regional data and our views as to why this gap may exist. We feel it is important to present these data as they will become increasingly influenced by antenatal diagnosis and interruption of the pregnancy.
Our data of the outcomes of all fetuses and infants diagnosed with full Trisomy 18 in the state of Western Australia the period 1980 to 2005 (from the Western Australian Birth Defect Registry) are summarized in Table 1 .
From 1980 to 2005 most pregnancies were interrupted and only one of the 100 infants who were either stillborn or live born survived to greater than 1 year of age. This infant lived to nearly 2 years (670 days). These data contrast with the authors' references of 5 to 10% surviving beyond 1 year and illustrate the importance of providing the parents with accurate local data to help them in their decision making. 1, [3] [4] [5] The goal of the clinicians involved in the management of parents with Trisomy 18 as well as many antenatally diagnosed conditions should be to achieve the best possible outcome for that family. For most this will include the provision of information about the condition, the options open to the parents and compassionate care surrounding the decision to interrupt the pregnancy, the interruption and follow-up support. The authors present good evidence that providing accurate initial information to the parents is important to their decision-making. Clearly parents find statements such as 'incompatible with life' not consistent with easily found data sources. Some families when given the option of interrupting the pregnancy may prefer a likely (but not guaranteed) short life expectancy with palliative care. They may find comfort in seeing and saying good bye to their offspring. Whether based on religious, moral or other values they may find that a delivery and the subsequent compassionate care for an infant who has a very limited life expectancy is preferable to the decision to interrupt the pregnancy. Either decision should be accepted as a valid option and their choice respected. It is essential that they be provided with the most appropriate information available to help them in their decision making. Pivotal to this are the results of palliative care to the cohort of infants born with Trisomy 18 in their own setting. 4, 5 Most importantly a follow-up plan made in conjunction with the health care team needs to be made irrespective of their decision to interrupt or continue with the pregnancy so that the parents feel that they will have support when they face unanticipated problems. Such care in our experience should involve the family physician, if there is one, as well as a visiting nursing service. 
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